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Extension of Comprehensive Terrestrial Plan of Republic of Lithuania with marine solutions

SCOPE & PROCESS

• Stocktaking of existing uses and strategic priorities
• Mapping of natural/cultural assets & natural resources
• Identification of future trends and demand for marine space
• Preparation of the Concept for spatial distribution of maritime activities
• Creating the conditions for Ecological Balance
• Reserve areas for strategic national needs
• Prioritizing and Regulation of use and developments at the sea
SEA and RECOGNITION of OBSTACLES
INTRODUCING the LIMITATIONS
SECTORIAL CONFLICTS MANAGEMENT/CONSULTATIONS

INVOLVED SECTORS:
- OWE
- NATURE PROTECTION
- DISPOSAL of DREDGED MATTER
- SAND EXTRACTION

CONSULTATIONS/PARTICIPATION INSTRUMENTS:
- Inter-Ministerial MSP process supervision group;
- Face to Face NAVY consulting group;
- PLANNERS/PORT/NAVY working group;
CONSENSUS and DECISION: MAPPING
"... The management of extreme and dangerous situations at the sea is carried out according to the national and local contingency plans for spill of oil and other hazardous substances. Ministry of Defence through Lithuanian Navy is responsible for the combating the accident on a national level..."

"... OWE development is foreseen northwards from Klaipeda at the depths of 20 - 50m, including Klaipėda - Ventspila elevation, Klaipėda bank. If planned offshore installations are topping above sea level in the distance of 30 km from the shore, special agreement note form Lithuanian National Forces has to be acheived..."
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